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Introduction
Examine SBS's behavior in optical fibers. However, experimental 

has significant limitations, such as access to laboratory equipment, 
environmental impacts, and manufacturing uncertainty. In order to expedite 
research while maintaining a high level of accuracy and confidence, it would 
be advantageous to develop a precise modeling tool with the purpose of 
assisting experimental studies. A meshing approach is used in the Finite 
Element Method to solve partial differential equations with a given boundary 
condition [1]. There was a lot of talk about how penalty functions might affect 
how to handle boundary conditions better. Consequently, is preferred in 
optical fiber modeling, where other methods fail because of the boundary 
problem.

Description 

Although application to contact or follow epithelial cell combinations 
remains a challenge due to the fact that many phone surface highlights are 
lost or darkened during keratinocyte separation, leaving few biochemical or 
primary elements in shed coenocytes that shift between individual givers, 
stream cytometry has demonstrated a feasible methodology for separating 
cell populations in many types of positive measurable combination tests 
[2,3]. Specific red autofluorescence, forward disperse, and side dissipation, 
which may vary between contact tests stored by various donors and gathered 
following statement, have been identified as explicit optical attributes in the 
initial research. Based on these investigations, we examined the optical 
properties of two additional stream cytometry stages, for example [4], for 
this dataset. In addition, we investigated the limit of touch epithelial cells 
in relation to two distinct classes of neutralizer tests: Cytokeratin, which is 
known to be a predominant component of epidermal cells [5], and Human 
Leukocyte Antigen, which has been successfully used to isolate positive 
combinations of blood and other natural liquids. Tests that were collected 
and broken down following testimony as well as tests that were gathered as 
long as seven days after testimony are included in this dataset..

Conclusion
In order to develop the explicitness of neutralizer restricting before 

response with either, three millilitres of cell arrangement were centrifuged, 
the supernatant was tapped, and the pellet was suspended in cradle and of 
Human Receptor block. This suspension was let to rest in a warm environment. 
Prior to stream cytometry, cell arrangements that had undergone neutralizer 
testing as well as those that had not were both passed via a 100 m channel 
network. Three different stages equipped with lasers were used for the 
stream cytometric analysis of cells. There are and lasers in the Influx cell 
sorter. Investigations using stream cytometry and autofluorescence of touch 
tests were carried out on one of two stream cytometers.
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